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The Dawn of Liberty: By 2050, an underground network and economy is thriving built on crypto
currencies and a free and open global mesh network. While crypto groupings are aligned within

their goals, and collaborate with the united alliance to build and keep maintaining the global
mesh, there is also infighting and power struggles between crypto currencies, crypto currency
forks, and betweens ultra rich huge crypto holders. The condition, resorting to secret laws and

mob style methods, intend to remove this free network and anyone using crypto currencies. After
the cypherpunks successful remove in Shanghai, the battle lines are redrawn. The mesh is

resilient, crypto currencies solid, and hi-tech software and hardware built-in basements all over
the world remains one step forward. The free wheeling markets and innovative solutions are

challenging the power of the condition and their crony companies.The Old Money series follows
the huge state backed corporations and authorities, who control all the major industries with

their monopolies and crony laws. They are becoming challenged by the cypherpunks who look
for free wheeling online marketplaces. In this final show, The Finale, Jonathan Thwaite is

regenerated to business lead CHA Industries again in the fight against the cypherpunks. But that
is proving to be more difficult than anticipated.
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